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About This Content

Expand your gaming experience with the new official extension for Farming Simulator 19!

This DLC contains 2 new vehicles and 6 attachments from HOLMER, Annaburger and Zunhammer:

HOLMER TV 435 – System Vehicle & Zunhammer TV 16m3 Slurry Tanker

HOLMER TV 585 – System Vehicle

Annaburger TV - Manure Spreader

HOLMER GB 25 – Grain Auger Wagon

HOLMER MB 35 – Beet Auger Wagon

Zunhammer TV 21m3– Slurry Tanker

Zunhammer GlideFix 15 – Slurry Booms

Zunhammer Vibro – Slurry Injector
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Once downloaded, the additional content will be available through the in-game shop. Be sure to have sufficient in-game
currency to buy them!
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Title: Farming Simulator 19 - HOLMER Terra Variant DLC
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Giants Software
Publisher:
Focus Home Interactive
Franchise:
Farming Simulator
Release Date: 14 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3-2100T @ 2.5GHz or AMD FX-4100 @3.6 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTX 650, AMD Radeon HD 7770 graphics card or better (min. 2 GB VRAM, DX11 support)

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 20 GB available space

Additional Notes: INTERNET CONNECTION REQUIRED FOR THE ONLINE GAME

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Dutch,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified
Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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I got this for 15$ on sale once, In the beginning I had no idea what i was doing, nor did I care for it. But then I started working
in buildbox and it saved my life. THANK YOU SPRITTER PRO!
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I'd love if it saved animations though in one save each animation you export,. You have no idea how I felt when I finally found
this game. I've been looking for its name for 10 years or more.
It's fun, highly customizable and pretty addicting!

Just buy it!. A cautious recommendation. It's cool to see this front of the war, and this is an excellently crafted mod. However,
the lack of faction variety (Japanese and Chinese are the only playable nations) and the fact that it's only for CoH 1 (which is
significantly less refined than the sequel IMO) set this mod back.

If you want to play on the Pacific front of WWII and don't mind going back to the first CoH, you'll enjoy this mod. Otherwise, I
would pass.. This adorable little game uses hand-drawn images and vocal prompts to help teach children observation and
memory skills. On top of this, the vocabulary is simple enough that the game can be used by older kids to assist in their English
or Russian language studies. The two additional languages do not yet have voice acting, so the game cannot yet be used for
teaching those languages.

Unless you're a parent like me, you'll probably find the game a little too simple for adult audiences. It's definitely edutainment,
and I can't wait for full French support to be added so my son can practice his French comprehension while playing.. I saw this
game a while ago before the release and though it would be like all the .IO games, upon playing it I realized how incredibly
wrong I was. This game takes an incredibly simple, and old concept and made it a fast paced, multiplayer mess of fun. It is a
game for people who enjoy a laid back experience while still having to be able to react to a situation quickly. The movement is
very smooth, and the tier system is amazing fun. This is a game I will spend a lot of time on for sure, and I will enjoy every
second of the blocky filled destruction. In a simple way of speaking... BUY THIS GAME! IT'S SO MUCH MORE FUN THAN
YOU THINK!. I had a lot of fun playing this game. My only wish is that there were more levels.. Not enough to warrent
purchase.
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I can recommend this Nancy Drew games because it's a Nancy Drew game, but it might be the worst of them. Try literally any
other Nancy Drew first.

This game tries to go for realism by making Nancy less conspicuous by making her do daily tasks of cooking and cleaning.
Neither is interesting or adds anything meaningful to gameplay. More frustrating though is that you have to do these "daily
tasks" every day...and the amount you are able to accomplish each day is super limited because of how fast time moves (or
rather, because time gets eaten up whenever you move). Maybe it would work well if you had more things to do in the game, but
ultimately the game feels very short, not particularly interesting, and very repetitive.

On top of those perhaps forgivable sins, this falls into all the traps of the worst Nancy Drew games. Some of the puzzles make
no logical sense to exist, there are objects hidden that have no logical reason to be where they are, and the mystery has minimal
deduction.

In this game's defense, near the end of the game you are told you no longer have to do your daily cooking and at the same
moment there are plenty of tasks for you to accomplish that had previously been gated, so the end is still good. And there is a
wolf! And while the wolf is a fun part of the game, the wolf isn't used for anything particularly clever or challenging, so even
that unique element feels underdeveloped.

I still liked the game, but please play a different Nancy Drew game first.. It's a good. Albeit a bit more on the short side you can
easily use it for farming achievements and cards. I didn't regret buying it, although I have seen all the the game can offer within
half an hour.

What is maybe to mention is that it ran with a minor but constant lag, though that could have had to do with the heavy harddisk
surveilance job I was running in the background. The game however managed to fill the wait well and kept me interested as long
as it lasted.

The graphics could be right out of an early 80's vector based Atari Arcade machine or a Vectrex with the improvement of a nice
interference effect all over the place so it should appeal to all you retro gamers out there, while the fairly short chiptune together
with the somewhat flat sound effects does suit the overall style of the game perfectly well.

Buy it on sale when you've got half an hour to waste, but beware: it uses mouse controls accompanied by some minor keyboard
inputs for ship movement and other things that cannot be changed.. I am not sure if I played this a long time back when I got it
in an indie bundle, but if it was the same game, this has changed a lot. It isn't a bad game, though Oniken is a much better game.
If you are wanting a game in this genre, I would personally go with Oniken instead.

That aside, I dig the NES graphics style, the music isn't the best, but it is passing IMO

It suffers from the same issue I have with a lot of these 8 directional games, where on my 360 controller it constantly wants to
walk forward when I wanted to shoot diagonally while standing still. I blame the joystick on the controller, but it is a common
gripe of mine when playing this style of game on a 360 controller. It just isn't the same as the old school NES controllers, or an
actual arcade stick.

It is a very short game, I don't mind that, most NES games were pretty short. The challenge was in finishing each level.

Will I finish this game... IDK, probably not. I own far too many titles to stick with this one. But I don't have many reasons to say
it is not worth someone else's time. (still gonna say Oniken is a better game for your money though). It's good, but basically no
different from the old version except is has a cab light and different liveries. The sounds and physics still SUCK. Get the
Armstrong Powerhouse pack if you buy this. Please, for the love of god, don't put yourself through the stock sounds and
physics.... Great game,but needs more content, it will get repetitive because there are no levels just start play and when you die
start the same thing over again , haven't got to the end but I do like the style of gameplay. Fun game but it's just foraging on the
verge of starving or dehydration for hours and hours with occasional exciting moments.
Needs a tutorial.. really bad.
The predators, tribes, and sanity are not what make this game hard, they're actually the only interesting part of the game in it's
no story yet state so why the devs take them out of the easiest difficulty is beyond me.
I personally can't last more than a couple days on medium, the only challenge coming from starvation and dehydration as your 3
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hunger meters and single hydration meter deplete way too fast
It's worth the 20 bucks for the most hardcore survival fans but for me I'll have to wait on the story or further explanation on how
to move past constantly foraging on the verge of death for it to be worth it to me.. fix this cursor bug on the main title screen!!!
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